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Season 1, Episode 20
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Barbarians at the Planet



The Daily Planet is financially troubled and Lex buys the newspaper to get closer to Lois. After saving everyone's jobs, he makes some changes : Jack and Jimmy are now working downstairs in the printing of the newspaper, and hires a young just graduated man named Chip to be Perry's boss. Perry gets really mad and leaves the Planet. Lex puts a bomb in the Planet and the it explodes. He blames Jack, who gets arrested. Lex proposes to Lois, and Clark tells her he loves her, but she says that loves him too but only as a friend. When Lois ask if she and Superman have a chance to stay together, he says to Lois they can't stay together because she only loves him because he's Superman. Then, Lois accepts Lex's proposal.
Quest roles:
Chris Demetral, Alex Nevil, Darby Hinton, Beverly Johnson, Patrick Kilpatrick, Castulo Guerra


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
1 May 1994, 00:00
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